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The article studies the normative legal regulation of distribution and accountability of medicines and medical products (MP) in healthcare institutions and its features that are typical for medical and preventive institutions (MPI). It has been found what groups of medicines should be subjected to the strict record keeping and storage in MPI, and the list of accounting operations for medicines and MP (receiving, storage, dispensing (transfer), disposal) has been determined. The accounting process of medicines and MP from receiving in MPI to delivery to the patient has been analyzed. The need of its division into several components, namely inventory control of medicines and MP; accountability of medicines and MP in the hospital departments; accountability of medicines and MP at the post (in procedure rooms); accounting of medicines and MP, has been identified. It has been determined that each component performs a special task to meet the storage conditions, expiration date, control over the use and reporting. It has been found that in addition to the analytical accounting in MPI the bookkeeping adapted for the budget organization activities within the current legislation is also carried out. The analysis has shown that the current legal regulation of medicines and MP under the conditions of MPI generally covers the whole range of measures for their distribution. It has been determined that the failure to carry out certain measures makes it impossible to control the entire way of medicines and MP from the moment MPI receive them till the patient uses them.

Currently, the pharmaceutical supply (PS) of patients treated in the conditions of the in-patient department in the medical and preventive institutions (MPI) with medicines and medical products (MP) is carried out using a wide range of drugs of domestic and import production. The issue of accountability and use of medicines and MP in MPI is always attracted attention of practitioners and researcher primarily because they are purchased with the budget money, thus requiring strict control over their use. The important thing is the organizational side of PS, the management of its distribution, and it has become the aim of this study.

Materials and Methods

During the study the methods of logical, historical, analytical analyses and sociological research were used. The normative legal regulation of distribution and accountability of medicines and MP in MPI was analyzed, and its features typical for healthcare institutions were determined.

Results and Discussion

It has been determined that the regulatory framework dealing with these issues began forming in 1991 and got the current state only in 2005 with the publication of a number of laws by the Ministry of Health (MOH) of Ukraine. The main of them is the law of the Ministry of Health of Ukraine dated 19.07.2005 №360 “On approval of prescribing and order requirements for medicines and medical products. Dispensing of medicines and medical products in pharmacies and their subdivisions. Instruction regarding storage, recording and disposal of prescription forms and order requirements”. This law regulated the strict record keeping and storage of individual groups of drugs [4].

Another important point was control of narcotic drugs, psychotropic substances and precursors regulated by a separate law of the Ministry of Health of Ukraine dated 21.01.2010 №11 “On approval of procedures for distribution of narcotic drugs, psychotropic substances and precursors in healthcare institutions of Ukraine” [7].

The whole complex of accounting operations within MPI includes receiving, storage, dispensing (transfer), and disposal. Receiving medicines and MP by MPI and their incoming control is fully regulated by the current legislation and is transparent and open for its implementation and monitoring. The way of medicines and MP within MPI from their receiving to delivery to the patient is the most time-consuming and difficult because of the necessity of taking into account each name and dosage form of drugs.

Until recently, this part of the regulation of medicines and MP was difficult to perform and control both by
a person in charge and regulatory authorities due to the guidelines on these issues that were too outdated. Therefore, the local healthcare authorities created the departmental instructions in various regions of the state. Firstly, the instructions were recommended, and secondly, the individual requirements were set in each region leading to a variety of accountability. The organizational and analytical components of accountability, the document management in MPI were streamlined together with the publication of the law of Ministry of Health of Ukraine dated 09.09.2014 №635 “On approving the Guidelines for accountability of medicines and medical products in medical and preventive institutions” [1, 6].

To implement the European standards for MPI the opportunity is given for each healthcare institution to introduce the position for a pharmacy specialist by adjusting the staff schedule. Thus, most MPI have such professionals as the part of their staff, and it certainly provides a qualitative incoming control and clear bringing drugs, MP and other goods on charge for the uninterrupted treatment process. Further persons in charge take part in the accounting process of these products, they are usually nurses appointed by medical administration.

The whole accounting process of medicines and MP from receiving in MPI to delivery to the patient was conditionally divided into several components, namely:

1. Inventory control of medicines and MP.
2. Accountability of medicines and MP in the hospital departments.
3. Accountability of medicines and MP at the post (in procedure rooms).
4. Accounting of medicines and MP.

They were studied together with the inherent properties for MPI. Regarding inventory control of medicines and MP it should be noted that this part of accounting provides a well-timed and accurate accountability treatment of operations on their receiving, transfer and disposal. At this stage accountability is performed for each drug name separately, indicating its name, dosage, form of presentation, information concerning packaging, the name of drug manufacturer, quantity, price, and amount. These data are recorded in writing in the special books of a definite form in accordance with the legislation. According to the physicochemical properties of drugs the storage conditions are also determined. And according to their pharmacological groups their storage is carried out. At this stage medicines and MP are delivered to the department in accordance with requisitions of a nurse supervisor with indication of the actually delivered quantity with respect to each product, price and amount. The materially responsible person is accountable monthly to the Accounting Department of MPI for distribution of medicines and MP based on these invoices [2, 5, 8].

The next stage of the way of medicines and MP is in the hospital departments. Their accounting is conducted by materially responsible persons of the departments in writing in accordance with the applicable law for each drug name in quantitative terms. In addition, this phase provides the compliance of requirements regarding the conditions of storing medicines and MP; the timely bringing on charge the medicines and MP received from the warehouse and their delivery to the posts (procedure rooms); compliance with deadlines concerning preparation of reporting for medicines and MP (their receiving the warehouse, delivery to the posts (procedure rooms) and use) and well-timed reports submitted by the departments to the Accounting Department of MPI [3].

The final stage of accountability of medicines and MP within MPI is medical posts and procedure rooms. At this stage distribution is mainly carried out by nurses of the departments in accordance with the doctor’s prescriptions to the patients and is recorded in writing in a definite form. The report on receiving and use of medicines and MP is given to the head (supervisor) nurse of the department at least once a month [9].

In addition to the analytical accounting of medicines and MP in healthcare institutions the book-keeping is also carried out. It is conducted in accordance with unified methodological principles of the law of Ukraine dated 16.07.1999 №996-XIV “On book-keeping and financial reporting in Ukraine” considering the specific accounting for budget organizations. For this purpose most MPI use computer technologies with standard software application individually developed for each healthcare institution taking into consideration the number of hospital beds and specialties. The accounting is conducted in the value and quantitative form; recording is common, but each MPI is allowed some variations within the legislation, for example to choose a method of disposal on their own. Periodically the accounting department conducts an inventory of medicines and MP, and it affects simplification of monitoring for their way at all accounting stages in MPI [10].

CONCLUSIONS

The analysis conducted shows that the current legal regulation of medicines and MP under the conditions of MPI generally covers the whole range of measures to their distribution. The way of medicines and MP from their receiving in MPI to their use by the patient is clearly observed. To conduct the analysis the components, namely inventory control of medicines and MP; accountability of medicines and MP in the hospital departments; accountability of medicines and MP at the post (in procedure rooms), accounting of medicines and MP, have been identified. The role of each component in implementing the entire process of accountability has been studied.
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